
 

 

Mills High School 

Syllabus for Japanese 2  ( 2017-18) 

      Jane Spencer Mills    World Language　ミルズ高校　 

外国語科　日本語　二年生　シラバス　スペンサーミルズ・ジェーン 
 

Contact information: 

Room #154,  website: https://goo.gl/4bAqaD Office Hours: Flex Time and appointment. 

email for parent and student questions: Canvas  please!!  

 

Why study Japanese at Mills?  Besides being a fun class, when you study Japanese at Mills 

for one year, you learn to be an intelligent, culturally sensitive tourist. You can visit and take 

care of basic needs without being rude! After two years, you learn how to function in society in 

predictable situations. You could live there with help and get yourself both in and out of trouble. 

After three years or more, you learn how to be a member of and contribute to the target 

language community.  

 

Expectations: 

Participate and practice as often as possible! Make lots of mistakes and learn from them.  

Be here! Be present both physically and mentally. Focus is a difficult but excellent skill! 

Since it’s hard to practice Japanese outside the classroom, make the most of class time! 

Use the Japanese you have learned with me and with each other.  

Ask questions in Japanese when you can, write others down for asking in English later.  

Do your own work and work at making it your best.  

If something is ‘too hard’, check the directions-you may be making it harder than what I expect.  

Enjoy this class! 

 

Proficiency  

As students with a year of learning, you can already communicate on very familiar topics using a 

variety of words and phrases that you have practiced and memorized. Some of these topics are 

self, family, a typical day, your home and descriptions of past events. 

 

At the end of this course, you will be able to say: 

● I can communicate and exchange information about familiar topics using phrases and 

simple sentences. I can usually handle short social interactions in everyday situations by 

asking and answering simple questions.  

● I can present basic information on familiar topics using language I have practiced using 

phrases and simple sentences.  

● I can write short messages and notes on familiar topics related to everyday life. 

● I can often understand words, phrases, and simple sentences related to everyday life 

when I overhear conversations. I can recognize pieces of information and sometimes 

understand the main topic of what is being said. 

● I can understand familiar words, phrases, and sentences within short and simple texts 

related to everyday life. I can sometimes understand the main idea of what I have read.  

https://goo.gl/4bAqaD


● I know all of the  basic letters ( hiragana and Katakana) and can read and / or write most 

of the 230 kanji characters taught over the two years to express myself.  

           (adopted from NCSSFL-ACTFL Can-Do Statements Novice High Level) 

Common Core Standards are aligned where appropriate with the ACTFL National Standards.  

ACTFL (American Council of Teachers of Foreign Language)   Can Do Statements 

Topics Covered & Pacing: 

In the fall, you  will be able to  

-express preferences and opinions as well as give reasons for them in the Activities Unit 

-report a lost item and provide contact information to the local police in the review unit 

-state your wishes as learn about customer service in the Department Store Unit 

-design, create and describe an original meal in the Obentou Unit 

-make suggestions and order properly in the Restaurant Unit 

In the spring, you will be able to  

-share information about a Japanese celebrity of your choice in the People Unit.  

Apply emoji and onomatopoeia to express more complex feelings and ideas in the manga Unit 

Reference information about the seasons, festivals and climate of different regions of Japan 

when making plans with friends as well as  

-use casual conversation for talking with friends in the Weather and Festivals Unit 

-talk about past experience and memories as well as  

-create and narrate an original children’s story in the Storytelling Unit.  

21st Century Literacy Skills: Technology Skills 

In Japanese classes, most assignments and practice activities will be given digitally. Your 

teacher will assess your progress and give feedback electronically.  

You will: communicate and collaborate with your peers as well as your teacher using these 

platforms; create presentations and practice your language skills using digital media; develop 

your critical thinking skills through research and projects and continue to build upon your 

digital portfolio from first year to show progress over all four years. 

Although we enjoy the exclusive use of a cart of chromebooks for in class use, you are 

welcome to bring your own device to class.  

Grading Scale and Descriptors: 

 

I will use the following descriptions to evaluate students’ progress in learning language  skills. 

 

  Advanced: I can do easy and complex work without help . I often go beyond in detail and depth.  

  Proficient: I can do all the easy work, some complex work and provide details without help  

  Approaching Proficiency:  I can do all the easy work without help. I have enough foundation for 

next term!!  

  Below Basic: I can do some of the work with help from my teacher. Next term will be difficult 

without much more review.  

Grades below passing include  

 INC for some attempt made. NE  Not enough Evidence yet, MI   Missing work 

 

 

 

https://www.actfl.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/Can-Do_Statements.pdf


How does standards based assessment determine your grade? 

There are three major standards addressed in this class. Each is split into reading/ 

listening or speaking/ writing. Although a mathematical average can be used as a starting point 

for calculating grades, your grade will be determined by looking at consistency and frequency of 

the quality of your work.  

To illustrate, here are the six standards of communication and vocabulary/ kanji. 
and a very general grading guide: 
Presentational Speaking skills     Presentational Writing skills 
Interpretive Listening skills          Interpretive Reading skills 
Interpersonal Speaking skills       Interpersonal Writing skills  
Kanji/vocabulary building (some grammar) 
 

 

Advanced Proficient Approaching Proficiency Below Basic 
I am able to use all of what I 
have learned creatively and 

comfortably 
I can use the current material 
plus many other things I have 

learned 
 

There is still more to learn but 
I will be okay next term 

I can use the current material 
without any help I may not 

often use prior material 
 

I can survive next term! 

I can use some of the current 
material if I have help 

 
I should not go to next term 

without serious review. 

 

 

  

A You show proficiency and advanced in the standards of communication and 
vocabulary 

B You show Approaching Proficiency in one standard or in vocabulary but 
proficiency or above in the other two OR you show proficiency in everything 
but no evidence yet of Advanced ability. 

C You show Approaching Proficiency in more than one standard or vocabulary 
but no more than one final score of Below Basic in any standard or vocabulary 

D You show a final score of Below Basic in several standards or in vocabulary.  

INC/
F 

You show Below Basic as the highest proficiency level in all standards and 
vocabulary and you have Incomplete or missing grades.  

INC/
F 

Not enough evidence to properly give you a grade will receive an INC which 
will change to a letter grade if you improve or revert to an F if no change.  

A You show proficiency and advanced in the standards of communication and 
vocabulary 

 

 



It will be very difficult with revisions and practice to stay at “Below Basic”.  

 

 

Link to Interpersonal Speaking Rubric Adlai Stevenson Novice Mid (Spanish)   Not to change 

ours but to see whether the grade of A for proficient seems true.  

Link to presentational need to scroll down to page two for grading rubric. Novice High 

 

 

Example: If a student has proficiency in all standards and does well on vocabulary quizzes B+ 

If a student has shown some advanced work and proficiency in the rest and does less well on 

quizzes B+ 

IF a student has shown some advanced work and proficiency in the rest and does well on 

quizzes, A- 

 

-Because no one fits any scale exactly, I reserve the right to give a higher grade if a student 

shows proficiency in a combination of partial standards that are different than what are 

described as Presentational, Interpersonal and Interpretive. For example, if a student is 

approaching proficiency in speaking for both Presentational and Interpersonal but all other 

partial standards are proficient or above, this student may qualify for a B and not a C. 

-Grades of B- B and B+ are all equal in the SMUHSD grade point calculations but I will use 

them to show progress 

 

Weighting: 

I will not be using the weighting feature in the grade book but this is the breakdown of the 

components of your grade. 

Presentational Communication: speaking and writing 36-38% 

Examples:  final drafts of writing about Japan or Japanese culture; an in class final essay; a 

speech or speaking parts of a video; oral presentation, e-portfolio, essay for the exam. 

 

Interpretive Communication: listening and reading 24-25% 

Examples: reading a short passage about Japan or Japanese culture to find general information; 

skimming an advertisement or poster to find needed information. Listening to a voice message 

for information or directions. Listening to a PA announcement for information; reading written 

information requiring a response. Listening and reading comprehension for the final exam. 

 

Interpersonal Communication: speaking and writing 24-25% 

Examples: Role Play activities where you and a partner converse without a script on well 

practiced topics about Japan or Japanese culture. Exchanging information over email or text 

chat/ messaging with a real or simulated partner.  One-on-one oral interview exam with your 

teacher. 

 

Content: Specific Language Skills 10-12% 

Examples:Traditional Quizzes for vocabulary and grammar spot checks. 

 

Important  additional elements to learning 

http://srasebastian.weebly.com/uploads/1/0/4/3/10431421/spanish_2-3x_semester_1_ipa_presentational_rubric_novice_high_feedback_2017-2018.pdf
http://srasebastian.weebly.com/uploads/1/0/4/3/10431421/nov_mid_spanish2-3accinterpersonalspeakingfeedbacksheet_-_google_docs.pdf


 

Practice   

Although not given points, practice impacts your learning. If you practice, the kanji will be easier 

to learn and use. If you learn and use the kanji, your writing will read more naturally. If you 

listen in class and do the partner work, the one -on -one oral exam or role play with your partner 

will seem familiar and maybe even comfortable!  

Examples:  penmanship practice for characters for quizzes; Kanji sheets; Google form / 

worksheet activities for practice or formative assessments; kanji games/ practice. Kahoot or in 

class games for practice. Some quick writes. All of these are designed to give you multiple 

opportunities to grow and improve.  

 

Entrance tickets- must be completed to do the activity or quiz 

Examples: google form to preview new material. Kanji sheet completed for vocabulary quiz.  

 

Cultural Activities are not required but opportunities are available for festivals, Mills events that 

promote Japanese etc. Sign ups are announced in class. Alternate events are also welcome. 

 

How to build your knowledge and skill. 

Feedback/Rubrics: 

 

For communication projects, the rubric describes quality of achievement. A student with 

aspects of the grade highlighted on the rubric will be able to see exactly what they need to add to 

their work to receive a higher grade in the revisions or on the next project.  

 

Advanced PRoficient     Approaching 

Proficiency 

Below Basic 

Natural use of 

transitional elements and 

cohesive devices. 

Use of 

transitional elements and 

cohesive devices with a 

few obvious omissions.  

Minimal use of 

transitional elements or 

cohesive devices 

Lack of use of 

transitional elements or 

cohesive devices  

 

Example for one aspect of writing: Transitions and cohesive devices. You see one of these is 

highlighted 

If you are in the Below Basic  column, you learn how to add a few transitions 

If you are in the Approaching proficiency column, you add more transitions /compound 

sentences 

If you are in the Proficiency column you talk with the teacher about why you didn’t see 

where else you needed to smooth the transitions. 

 

 

Tutoring & Interventions: 

 

Readiness and Revise & Redeem Policy 

If you are not ready for a quiz, it is expected that you continue to practice then take it before you 

take the next quiz. Example. If you are not ready for quiz # 1, then continue to practice and take 



quiz #1 next. If “next” is during flex time, fine. If “next” is during the class time given for quiz # 

2, fine. Do not get into “quiz debt” by “half preparing” over and over again.  

 

Writing will be given feedback for improvement. It is expected that evidence of feedback be 

included in the improved revisions.  

 

If you are not satisfied with your performance on any assessment, you can ask to be re-assessed. 

The only exception is for academic dishonesty which results in a permanent F, a very 

uncomfortable conversation with the Dean and your parents and a drop F for the course if it is 

the second cheating incident at Mills. ---Refer to the Viking Code of Conduct.  

 

To retake, you need to show how you prepared for taking the assessment again.  Don’t just come 

and HOPE you can do better.  Complete all practice activities for this assessment before 

retaking. Remember that some standards are assessed multiple times so you don’t have to retake 

EVERYTHING to show improvement.  

 

Makeup and Late Work: 

 

If you are ill, you should be allowed the same number of days to turn in work as you were gone. 

If your work is late, I should be allowed the same number of days to grade and record it as it 
took you to get it in. (^_^)/ thanks! 

Late work does not earn negative points. It is for you to do to get feedback and learn. If you feel 

you are falling behind, talk with me about ways to keep on track. Excessive late work may 

require a conference with parents, counselors etc to help you with prioritization.  

 

Quizzes, Tests, Essays, etc can be made up during Flex time or at another mutually agreed upon 

time during the week .  
 

Graded assignments and general schedule for planning 

 

I will give you a calendar for the month or at least for two weeks so you can plan your time. 

A typical two week period includes daily (10 minute )vocabulary practice, preparing for one 

vocabulary quiz, previewing one or two new concepts at home online or with the text book (20 

minutes) revise a writing assignment OR complete an in class letter to an e pal OR continue 

practice speaking for a conversation or skit.(20-40 minutes) 

 

  

Total outside of class time commitment Between one hour and one and a half hour per 

week of time outside of class.  

If you find that you need more time than what I indicate above,  

LET ME KNOW!  

Do not spend more than 10 minutes on a 10 minute practice. Do not spend 

more than 15 minutes completing the e mail you started in class. Talk with 

me when you notice it is a problem so we can figure out what is going on.  

 



Since I will be speaking in Japanese as much as I can, you will get lots of opportunity to listen 

and learn new patterns. I will rely heavily on visuals to support your understanding so basically 

you just need to watch, listen, be alright with figuring things out and know that after a lot of 

practice, you will understand all that you need to be successful in this class. You may still ask for 

any details that still bother you even if you don’t need to understand them to do well in the class! 

You will notice that your presentations also rely on visuals (think about the house project) so 

that your peers get to listen and learn without having to rely on translations.  Reading is 

important. It seems hard at the time but it does get easier. Reread the Valentine Day reading 

from last year and see what I mean! We will do several of these in the semester so that the 

reading comprehension exam, like the listening, will be manageable!  

 

Why take three years of Japanese?  

First of all, it’s a really fun class. There is a travel project, a cooking show, a newspaper and all 

with about the same amount of homework as last year and this year!  

 

Competitive Schools 

To be eligible for both the UCs and the CSU systems, you need two years (or the equivalent of 

second year) and it is highly recommended that you take the third year level of language. The 

grades need to be C or higher. 

 

If you are applying to a competitive school, you should consider third year as well as AP if it fits 

in your schedule. Unless you are a fencing champion or already exhibiting your glass sculptures 

in galleries around town, you will be competing for acceptance with students who complete a 

third year level of language. Taking three years shows commitment and focus to continue to 

study the language of your choice.  

 

JNHS Japanese National Honor Society. A service organization with national recognition. 

 

After next semester, you will have fulfilled one requirement for eligibility to apply for 

membership. Completion of the third semester, at least two A’s and a B in the three semesters 

…two years of membership in good standing is a meaningful addition to your college 

application. 

 

Since I want all of you to take next year, I will make sure you have every opportunity to get the C 

or better. Assessments that fall below a C grade are expected to be made up either with a similar 

task or, sometimes, in the next assignment if testing the same item.  

Without a C level grade, you will not receive a recommendation to advance to the next level!!  

 


